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Abstract

It is required to adopt digital technology for the modernization of I&C systems . Outage reports were
evaluated to provide the new design requirements of applying digital technology to NPPs. The overall design
requirements of next generation reactor are introduced, and the replacement plan of Kori unit 1 is described. In
any case of new I&C design, the verification and validation of the function and performance of digital system
should be done before commissioning. I&C test simulator to validate new developed digital control and
protection algorithms, alarm reduction algorithms, etc. is developed. To evaluate human tasks in control room,
the human factors' integration test facility is developed. Some applications with I&C test simulator and some
human factors experiments are done. These facilities will be able to validate new designed I&C functions and
operator's tasks in the control room.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. Problems of operating plants

Existing I&C systems for nuclear power plants designed and built in accordance with
technologies in the 1960's or 1970's have been faced with problems regarding obsolescence, burden
on maintenance and testing activities, inaccuracy, and unreliability. In addition, it has been difficult to
adopt new technologies to improve plant availability.

The outage reports of nuclear power plants have been reviewed to select the upgrade items in
the I&C area. This review was focused on the failure rate in numbers of unplanned trip and in outage
duration, the identification of outage causing from a failure of I&C equipment, the source of a
fa'l lure, the classification of a system failure in accordance with outage and the failure rate in
accordance with operating years.

The percentage of failures caused by I&C was about 17% of duration and 44% of numbers. At
concern about operating years, duration of failures caused by I&C was 14% the first 2 years, 22% the
second 2 years, 16% the third 2 years, 23% the forth 2 years and 19% the fifth 2 years.

On the equipment basis, failure rate caused by electronic device was 28% in numbers and 33%
in duration, failure rate caused by conductor, power supply, relay and transmitter was 42% in number
and 41% in duration, failure rate caused by control valve was 10% in numbers and 9% in duration and
failure rate caused by electro-hydraulic control was 13% in numbers and 6% in duration. On the
system basis, instrumentation failure rate was 18% in numbers and 13% in duration, control system
failure rate was 67% in numbers and 68% in duration, protection system failure rate was 5% in
numbers and 6% in duration.

Finally, causes of plant outage were ageing and vibration of components, errors in designing,
manufacturing and installing systems and/or equipment and human errors in operating plants and
maintenance of equipment.

1.2. TMI action plan

Current operating nuclear plants were designed by the "bottom up approach". So, training of
operators is very important to operate the plant, safely and efficiently. When an emergency event is
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occurred during operation, a huge amount of information will be provided for the operator to take
appropriate action. Understanding of plant status at emergency state, the operator's burden will be
very high. It can lead to an operation error. To provide good design for man-machine interface, "top-
down design approach" based on human factors engineering shall be applied.

1.3. Potential licensing issue

Protection of common mode failure of computer system software and hardware is a potential
issue for applications of a digital technology in nuclear power plant. Recently, IEEE approved a new
version of IEEE 7-4.3.2, "Standard Criteria for Digital Computer in Safety Systems of Nuclear Power
Generating Stations". This criteria will be taken as a requirement for the development of safety
related computer system by Korean regulatory bodies. Hence, the development of new digital systems
shall be met with this kind of licensing issue.

It is required that digital technologies is applied to the replacement of the aged analog I&C
equipment in operating Nuclear Power Plants(NPP) and to the I&C systems in new NPP.
The application of these technologies to NPP is not fully assure their reliability.

2. DEVELOPMENT OF NEXT GENERATION REACTOR

The basic requirements of I&C system development for the next generation nuclear power
plants in Korea has been reviewed with respect to the conventional I&C systems. The typical
characteristics of the advanced I&C systems for next generation are extensive application of the
digital technologies in order to enhance safety and reliability of the integrated I&C systems. The
advanced I&C systems are also applied to advanced man-machine interface technology to improve
human factor problems in nuclear power plants.

The I&C system design requirement in EPRI's utility requirements document have been
evaluated. For the development of the Korean I&C design requirements, the various types of design
for I&C systems have been reviewed and incorporated.

The Korean I&C design requirements are:

- Improvement of plant availability and reliability.
- Improvement of the maintainability.
- Software quality improvement and hardware qualification.
- Improvement of the operator support functions.

On the licensing concerns, the common mode failure design criteria and the software
verification and validation methodology are under discussion.

2.1. Design requirements

NGR plants will be operational after 2005. The trend of I&C technology improvement is very
rapid. Hence, around 2005 the current advanced technology will be getting old. Then Operation and
Maintenance(O&M) problems will be occurring. Also, operators of NGR will be very familiar with
computer operation. Based on these scenario, we selected new concept and/or technology for NGR. In
parallel, we made a decision on resolving potential issues for NGR and current operating plants.

2.1.1. Technical Requirements

- Reliability and availability.
Digital technology has many merits, which improve reliability through self diagnosis of failure,
stable and drift free operation, and more comprehensive information on plant operating status
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provided to the operator, while digital I&C systems have some risks for the licensing concerns
including verification and validation of digital systems, common mode failure, etc.

- Standardization and diversity.
For the conventional I&C system design, it is difficult to change design or to replace spare
parts due to select components and implemented systems. To reduce costs of O&M, NGR shall
have plant-wide standardization. If standardization is emphasized, the diversity requirements
which is one of the licensing concerns may not be met.

- Redundancy and segmentation.
Since it is expected that new technologies will be applied, including use of computers and
multiplexed data transmission, the requirements need to ensure that the design is as forgiving
as possible in terms of the probability and consequences of the failures of this potentially
shared equipment.

- Maintainability and testability.
With the adoption of digital technologies, one of the most significant changes of I&C systems
compared to conventional I&C systems is the remarkable improvement of testing and
maintenance capability including accurate and stable calibration, continuous self-diagnostics,
and automatic functional operator/maintenance personnel burden.

- Flexibility and expansion.
The technology of I&C equipment is rapidly changing, and obsolescence of equipment is a
continuing concern. Therefore, I&C design must be flexible and expandable to allow for design
changes and replacement of obsolete equipment. In addition, major systems shall be designed
with sufficient performance margin to perform its designed function under condition of
maximum stress.

- Integrity of software.
With the adoption of digital technologies, one of the major concerns related to software is that
software based safety systems may contain subtle failure modes that occurs only under an
obscure set of conditions. If standardized software is used to perform similar functions in
similar computer hardware installed throughout the system, then common mode failures could
degrade overall safety system operation.

- Hardware requirements.
I&C system in next generation reactor will be constructed with microprocessor-based systems
which shares process equipment and data transmission functions. Therefore it is very important
to prevent common mode failures.

- Data communication.
The architecture of I&C systems in next generation reactor will be constructed with several
layers for data communication.

2.1.2. Functional Requirements

- Protection and safety system.
The important functions of the protection and the safety related systems are to shut down the
reactor safely and to mitigate an accident. It is necessary to meet such requirements as the
separation, diversity and independence of these systems.
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- Control and monitoring systems.
These group systems will be provided with monitoring and control capability of the overall
process of producing energy, transport, and conversion. For reducing operator task error, these
group systems provide for automatic operation or unattended operation for continuous or often
repeated tasks when the plant is in nominally steady operation above a low power level
operation. Some reconfiguration actions cannot depend on the operators because of timing
constraints or the risk of error.

- Operation aids and alarm processing function.
The functions of these group systems is to provide appropriate information on equipment
status, core limits, margins and other plant status for safety operation.

3. REPLACEMENT OF KORI UNIT 1

Kori unit 1 is upgrading Process Protection System(PPS), Process Control System(PCS) and
Plant Computer. The upgrade is being driven by growing problems of obsolescence, difficult in
obtaining parts, and increased maintenance costs of existing systems. The retrofit of the H-Line
systems (PPS and PCS) and W2500 plant computer at Kori unit 1 will be completed in 1998.

3.1. Design requirements

The safety evaluation under 10 CFR 50.59 which provides the bases for the determination that
the change, test, or experiment does not involve an unreviewed safety question shall be
addressed, evaluated and resolved.

- The system failure due to software, including common mode failures, and defence in depth
shall be addressed, evaluated and resolved.

- The potential effects of electromagnetic interference (EMI) and radio-frequency interference
(RFI) on digital-based equipment shall be addressed, evaluated and resolved.

- The potential errors of inadvertent or unauthorized changes to be introduced via man-machine
interface (MMI) for digital-based equipment, and the adequacy of training and procedures
provided for plant personnel in the use of the new equipment shall be addressed, evaluated and
resolved.

- Software verification and validation including commercial grade item (hardware and software)
dedication to qualify commercial grade digital equipment for use in safety system shall be
addressed, evaluated and resolved.

4. DEVELOPMENT OF TEST SIMULATOR FOR I&C RESEARCH

4.1. Introduction

Most of the operating nuclear power plants have analog instrumentation and control (I&C)
equipment which are increasingly faced with frequent troubles, obsolescence, and high maintenance
expense. But digital technology provides advantages such as processing of numerous data,
improvement of system reliability, flexibility of adding new functions, automation of periodic tests,
self- diagnostics, and improved operation and maintenance using standardized components.

Consequently, it is strongly recommended that nuclear industries adopt modern digital and
computer technology to improve NPPs safety, availability, and operating functions [2]. However, in
applying the digital technology to nuclear power plants, we should ensure that it does not endanger
the safety and reliability of the plant. Verification and validation of the function and performance of
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the digital system should be done before installation in real NPPs. The purpose of the I&C test
simulator is to verify and validate the newly developed control and protection algorithm, alarm
reduction algorithm, and the performance of operator support system using artificial intelligence
technology. The new developed I&C system should be tested and verified using prototype or mock-up
from the initial stage of development. I&C system replacements and upgrades usually rely on static or
low-fidelity simulation testing before plant installation, followed by a lengthy startup test to adjust
system tuning constants. The plant is exposed to huge risk if installation difficulties are encountered
or if the system does not operate as anticipated. The test simulator can be used to test digital I&C
system upgrades before actual plant installation[3]. The prototype or mock-up receives plant signals
from normal and transient states and produces appropriate output signal to verify the plant state
transformed to normal state or operator wanted state. Recently, the digital I&C functions are
transferred to more integrated, intelligent, and diverse. The requested signals to test and verify the
above functions should be continuous and provide real-time characteristics. It is more realistic to
receive these signals directly from operating NPPs, but it is almost impossible. Therefore it is
necessary to develop the I&C test simulator which simulate the behaviour of NPP to test and verify
the developed prototype or mock-up.

The MMIS design process shall include the development of digital computer based dynamic
models for the overall plant response as well as individual control systems.

The proposed test simulator has drawbacks to test common mode hardware failures and
software verification and validation, but it is possible to carry out a dynamic test of the system
function which is one step in the process of software verification and validation.

4.2. Functional requirements

4.2.1. Hardware Requirements

The major hardware equipment is computer complex which store and execute dynamic
modeling and supervisory program. The computer complex should provide real-time execution and
multi-tasking function. The computer complex includes hard disk, text and graphic display terminal
or X-terminal, and disk back-up system. Among these peripherals, the hard disk should have enough
capacity to store all generated parameters for a long time in test periods.

The test panel which is assigned a part of operator console in real NPPs is required. In order to
control the pumps, valves or status in prototype, the test panel includes push button switch, toggle
switch or function key. The plant status may display in colour CRT or X-terminal to provide high
expandability and flexibility. If necessary, the test panel also includes data display units like LED,
lamp, or plasma display. It is convenient to use mosaic tile for easy change or modification of panel.

The hardware input/output (I/O) interface between the host computer and the test panel or
developed prototype is also required. The I/O interface should provide fast transfer speed of analog to
digital or digital to analog conversion and high conversion accuracy of current and voltage signal.
Ethernet communication is also needed interfacing with host computer and developed prototypes.

4.2.2. Software Requirements

The test simulator receives the test input signal from the prototype controller, and provides
appropriate output signal to controller after the test simulator mathematical modeling calculates the
plant dynamics. The input or output signals should be similar to trend of real NPPs. According to the
above requirements, we suggest software requirements such as real-time mutli-tasking operation,
mathematical modeling or scenario of I/O signal, store and retrieval of simulated parameters, I/O
function for data transfer to prototype, database management and hardware test etc.
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In real NPPs, the generated parameter is continuously provided, but in the test simulator, the
parameters are updated by some time interval because the system is operated by software. In this
case, short time interval is more desirable, but it is limited by computer capability and capacity. In
digital I&C, the system also has time interval for the signal is transferred by communication network,
test simulator is required to transfer the signal around 200 msec, compared to other digital
applications.

Another important feature of the system operation is multi-tasking which can accept user
required supervisory function while the real time module is being executed.

There are two methods to provide proper test signals: the one is plant mathematical modeling
which is continuously executes any input conditions. The other is a scenario which provides a specific
plant signal stored in the computer memory by a uniform time interval.

In case of using mathematical modeling, there are numerous combinations of plant parameters,
and it takes too much time to derive several types of initial conditions such as start-up, shut down,
critical condition, standby, turbine rolling, 25% load, 50% load, full power etc. The test simulator
should provide the function of store and retrieval of initial conditions.

The test simulator may provide the function of parameter display to confirm the operation
status and to utilize during the test simulator development. There are many methods to display the
parameters, typically using the graphic tool to display piping and instrument diagram, trend curve, or
bar chart. It should be avoided that test simulator provides incorrect test result cause of the trouble of
test simulator hardware itself. Therefore test simulator has to provide hardware test function.

4.3. Development of the test simulator

4.3.1. Overview

The test simulator consists of mainly three parts: hardware facility, software program, and I/O
interface including graphic user interface. The overall block diagram of the test simulator is shown in
FIG. 1. The hardware facility includes HP747i workstation, hardcopy unit, VXI interface module, and
simple test panel. The test simulator provides Ethernet and VME extensions for Instrumentation
(VXI) hardware interface to developed prototypes. The VXI interface module will be described in
more detail in the next section. The software mainly consists of process modeling program, interface
module, and supervisory program. These programs communicate to each other through shared
memory. A graphic user interface using the Picasso-3 graphic tool is also provided for efficient
testing usage [4].

4.3.2. Hardware

The major hardware facility is the VXI bus back plane instrument and the simple test panel.
VXI provides the interface between the host computer and developed target systems or test panel.

4.3.3. Software

The test simulator software is divided into three major parts: process modeling program which
executes mathematical modeling program by real-time, supervisory program that manage user
instructions and interface module that includes variables display in CRT, Ethernet interface, and
graphic user interface. It is useful to handle a lot of data with real-time if the communication between
processes is to be done by shared memory which is the most efficient method of inter process
communication. Shared common places specified common blocks in shared memory so that other
processes can access them.
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Process modelling
The NPP modeled in test simulator is a 3 loop Westinghouse PWR, 993 MWe, mostly refer to
Kori Unit 3&4 in Korea. Mathematical modeling code is same as Compact Nuclear Simulator
(CNS) which is installed in the Korea Atomic Energy Research Institute (KAERI) Nuclear
Training Center.

The nuclear behaviour of the core is calculated considering 25 axial nodes for neutron flux
calculation and one neutron group. Three delayed neutron groups are used. Decay heat is
modeled with three space independent sources. The rod control system has 4 control banks and
4 shutdown banks. The rod control can be automatic or manual.

The primary circuit and steam generators are modeled with two phase capability. On the
secondary side there is the steam system, the condenser, the feedwater system, and the auxiliary
feedwater system.

Extra water supplies are the residual heat removal system for the primary side and the auxiliary
FW system for the secondary side.

Process modeling programs are consist of static part and dynamic part. Test simulator provides
the function to activate predefined 79 types of malfunctions. This function realizes the transient
or accident condition to test the developed target systems. These results of malfunction
activation show a good performance of the test simulator compared to other transient analysis
codes.

Supervisory Programme

The Supervisory programme comprises all the instruction that should be necessary for running
the test simulator. This programme provides several types of instruction such as run/freeze,
one-step, store, get, change display variable, change value, malfunction, and print out global
variables.

Interface Module

Interface module can provide software interface to VXI interface and developed prototype
using shared memory.

Graphic user interface is developed using Picasso-3 graphic tool for whole process diagram.
This process diagram displays plant mimics, the status of components and the value of major
parameters. Picasso-3 is a user interface management system supporting object oriented
definition of graphical user interfaces in a distributed computing environment. Graphic user
interface uses shared memory to acquire the necessary data from the test simulator [3].

4.4. Applications

4.4.1. Automatic Startup Intelligent Control System

The Automatic Startup Intelligent Control System (ASICS) has the supervisor system and the
distributed control system. The supervisor system has the supervisor programme to control the
distributed control system, and the knowledge base which is designed from the general operation
procedures and the operator' s experiences. The supervisor system is implemented using an intelligent
real-time expert system shell G2. The distributed control system has four automation modes such as
Heating I mode, Heating II mode, Critical mode and Secondary mode, and each mode has controllers
and keep-up bands. The keep-up bands have the check-up function to start each automation mode or
the function to hold on some process variables to allow some operator' s action. The ASICS function
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is verified receive control input signal from test simulator and send control results to test
simulator[6]. By this way, developed control algorithm is evaluated in real-time environment.

4.4.2. Dynamic Alarm System

The overall objective of Alarm and Diagnosis-Integrated Operator Support System (ADIOS) is
to improve the operation performance of the man-machine interface system by integrating alarm,
process monitoring, and diagnosis system. The computerized dynamic alarm system for ADIOS is
implemented using G2 real-time expert system shell. The alarms in ADIOS have initially their own
default priorities which are then changed according to plant-mode dependency, equipment-status
dependency, multi-setpoint relationship, or some other methods. To only verify the functional
effectiveness of the developed alarm system without investigation of operation performance, the test
data are generated in real-time test simulator by activating malfunctions to make alarm occurring
conditions[7]. The generated test data are transferred to target system by the method of shared
memory.

4.4.3. Accident Identification System

The accident identification system can classify the types of accident or transient in NPPs by its
time dependent patterns related to the principal variables and operating status of major equipment. In
this accident identification system, the Hidden Markov Model (HMM), a double stochastic process
enables modeling of, not only spatial phenomena but also time scale distances, is used for main
identification method. Self-organizing map which is a kind of neural network is used for vector
quantizer.

The test simulator is used to test the function and performance of the accident identification
system by generating simulated accident or transient situations [8]. The configuration of the accident
identification system and the test simulator and shown in FIG. 2.
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4.4.4. Intelligent Logic Tracing System

The Intelligent Logic Tracing System (ILTS) shows the logical paths between an interested
state graphically together with the description of causes as results of diagnosis in a displayed logic
diagram. And the state of a logic element like gate in diagram is displayed and updated in real time
with a colour, e.g. red for on-state and blue for off-state. ILTS is tested with real-time test simulator
[9]. FIG. 3 shows the block diagram of ILTS connected with test simulator.
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FIG. 3. Intelligent logic tracing system with test simulator.

5. HUMAN FACTORS RESEARCH

5.1. Introduction

Interests in human factors in nuclear power plants have been grown in the early 1980s after the
TMI accident. Bring influenced by this international trend, Korea Atomic Research Institute
organized human factors team in 1988. Long term projects for the development of nuclear
technologies starred in 1992 in KAERI. The Development of Human Factors Technology project is
one of the projects. This project was planned for five years in two sub-project; the Development of
Human Factors Experimental Evaluation Techniques and Development of Human Behaviour
Analysis Techniques. The former has two objectives; one is to establish human factors experiment
facility named Integrated Test Facility (ITF), and another is to accomplish the techniques for human
factors experiments. The later sub-project has two research areas. One is the development of SACOM
(Simulation Analyser with a Cognitive Operator Modal) for the assessment task performance by using
the simulation of control room operation. Another area is the analysis of human error cases occurred
in Korean nuclear power plants and the development of application systems, such as INSTEC
(Information System of Trip Event Cases) and MARSTEC (Multimedia Authoring and representation
System of Trip Event Cases).
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5.2. Development of itf and experimental techniques

The details of ITF have been designed from 1995,[10] and the test of ITF was completed in
March of 1997. ITF consists of KAERI-HMS (Human-machine Simulator) and experimental
measurement systems. The KAERI-HMS includes a full-scope PWR type nuclear power plant
simulator with many VDU-based workstations. ITF has three rooms; main test room (MTR),
supporting test room (STR), and experimenter control room (ECR). FIG. 4 shows the configuration of
ITF. In the MTR, there are an operator station with many visual display terminals and alarm panels, a
shift supervisor station, a large scale display panel (LSDP), and experimental measurement
equipment. For experimental measurements, a telemetry system for physiological signal
measurements, an eye tracking system, and a three dimensional motion analysis system for measuring
operators' hand movements are located in the MTR.
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FIG. 4. ITF configuration
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There are three CCTV cameras to record operation scene, and three microphones, two at the
operator station and one at the shift supervisor station, to provide and record communication among
operators and a shift supervisor in the MTR and experimenters in the ECR.

The DAEXESS workstation which is in the ECR is a system for experimental data analysis. As
shown in FIG. 5, operators in the MTR interact with the plant simulator through the interfaces which
are manipulated with HMI software. Operator action log, alarm event log, and plant parameter history
are produced respectively by the HMI software, simulation model, and instructor software of the host
computer. Then, SCADA (Supervisory Control And Data Acquisition) software in the host computer
collects and stores the data. The SCADA synchronizes the time of data from the telemetry system, the
eye Tracking system, and the three-dimensional motion analysis system to the time of host computer,
and processes the data formats to be suitable for the DAEXESS. The DAEXESS receives all the data
from SCADA and integrates with audio and video records from the audio and Video control system.
With the data shown on the DAEXESS station, experimenters can perform various analyses, such as
debriefing analysis, statistical analysis, operator performance analysis, etc. In this display, from the
top, there are a menu bar, a time frame display bar, bars with marks for system event data and verbal
protocol data, a telemetry data window, and two video display and control windows that are selective
among the audio and video control system, the eye tracking system, and the three-dimensional motion
analysis system.

Along with the development of ITF, the development of experimental techniques has been tried
in part by performing pilot experiments, such as an experiment for suitable information density on a
large display and one for the evaluation of HMI design of a compact nuclear simulator. In the process
of the pilot experiments performed, a scheme of experiment planning and software for processing and
representing the data from the telemetry system and eye tracking system were developed [11, 12].
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5.3. Development of SACOM

We intended to develop an operator task simulation tool for dynamic assessment of operation
performance in the main control room of NPPs. To investigate the characteristic frames of operator
tasks, we analysed operators performance at a full-scope training simulator running several
emergency operation scenarios. We investigated the requirements of tasks that operators should
perform in accordance with the scenarios before the simulator operation. Then, operator performance
on the simulator was reviewed compared with the requirement frames of the tasks. The review was
performed with the operators participated in the simulator operations and other operation experts.
Based on the results of this investigation and cognitive mechanisms from literature, the conceptual
frame of SACOM was made. For the development of SACOM, we focused on human factors
evaluation of HMI designs in both conventional and VDU-based types. With the SACOM, we can
estimate physical workload, cognitive workload, and information requirements as primary measures,
then assess the arrangement and layout of control panels and devices, the quality of information
structure compared to task requirement, the suitability of function location and procedures, and error
potential, when comparing design alternatives or finding human factors problems in a design [13].
We developed a new cognitive task analysis method for derivation of task requirements and
assessments of cognitive workload based on the concepts of cognitive span, working memory relief
point, and work memory load [14, 15]. As shown in FIG. 6, SACOM has three major modules; an
operator model, an interaction analyser, and a situation generator. A prototype SACOM was
implemented for an emergency operation scenario on a blackboard architecture.

5.4. Analysis of human error cases and development of applications

Human error is an important factor for the operational safety and effectiveness of nuclear
power plants. It is effective against human errors to analyse human error cases and present the
information obtained from the analyses to plant personnel. In Korea, Nuclear Power Plant Trip Case
Reports are issued annually and describe the component failures or erroneous tasks involved in the
trip cases, the progress of events, remedial actions and investigations after the trip, and
recommendations to prevent similar incidents. The reports printed in documents, however, are not
effective in the use of reports. The reports identify human errors in a very limited sense, e.g. only for
the wrong operations.
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Hence, it will be necessary to carefully analyse again the reports in order to find out something
on erroneous actions. The sequence of events in the reports is described too briefly in many cases,
while the supportive information, such as the actions taken to find the causes and the principles of
equipment operation, is well described. This may cause readers to confuse in understanding the
sequence of events. The information helpful for understanding the progression of incidents is
sometimes described only in the causes of incident, the problems of incident, or the remedies to
prevent similar incidents. Since the reports are available only in document form and the cases are
classified only by major systems, the reports are not effective for the activities such as the search of
some specific cases and the investigation of analogy and Wends existing among the cases. In order to
resolve these problems, it was decided to analyse and arrange again the information of case reports. A
retrospective analysis procedure and an error classification system were initially developed for the
analyses of human error cases in Korean nuclear power plants . These have been revised in the
process of case analysis [16]. A total of 79 cases was identified from 276 trip cases occurred from
1978 to 1994. A summary of analysis was made for every trip case, and detailed descriptions of event
sequence were made additionally for the cases that human errors were involved. In the summary of
analysis, the critical events are described more clearly than in the reports, and the problems and
remedial actions are described consistently with the critical events. The detailed descriptions of event
sequence represent the sequence of unit events in a time-lined table form.

Since the reports describe the cases mainly with equipment or component malfunctions, much
portion of the information was changed for the cases involving erroneous actions.

We developed INSTEC and MARSTEC for the applications of information obtained from our
case analyses. The INSTEC is a database system for the search and retrieval of the information. The
MARSTEC is a multimedia-based instruction system on specific human error cases.

As shown in FIG. 6, the authoring interface of MARSTEC provides tools for input and
processing of information differently to the types of information.

At present, MARSTEC was implemented with a few cases. The MARSTEC was demonstrated
to instructors of a nuclear training centre. The response showed that MARSTEC would be a useful
tool for the instruction of information on the trip events.
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FIG. 7. Information processing with MARSTEC.
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